MOBILE PHONE STATION FOR COLLABORATION

BENEFITS

• Empower your mobile-first users by transforming their smartphone into a desktop collaboration tool

• Give users freedom of choice—compatible with iOS and Android smartphones via Bluetooth®

• Provide desk phone convenience with built-in dial pad plus headset and speakerphone options

• Convenient headset integration. Voyager and Blackwire series headset options are available

POLY ELARA 60 SERIES

Give your mobile-first employees what they really want: Smartphone freedom. Desktop convenience. And easier collaboration with Microsoft Teams. The Poly Elara 60 Series mobile phone station does it all. Now that call doesn’t have to end when they get to the office. Touch down and launch Microsoft Teams with a touch of a button. Keep the conversation going with the headset and speakerphone options. Superior audio means conversations (and music) are crystal clear, and the mobile phone stays charged all day. Best of all, deployment couldn’t be easier—simply plug it in and pair a mobile phone. Less work for IT. More flexibility for your mobile-first users.

• Manage Microsoft Teams conferences, view notifications, initiate Cortana and more

• Shared Mode setting transforms the Poly Elara 60 Series into a device that can be shared at home or in the office

• Adjustable viewing plate for audio, video, chat, or web conferences

• Built-in headset charging capabilities using integrated cradle

• Wired or multi-coil wireless phone charging while you talk

• Color LCD screen displays devices, call and charge status, and settings
SPECIFICATIONS

IDEAL FOR
Mobile-first, enterprise professionals working from the office or home office

COMPATIBLE WITH
iOS and Android smartphones via Bluetooth®

BLUETOOTH RANGE TO SMARTPHONE
Up to 30 ft/ 9.1 m

BLUETOOTH TECHNOLOGY
Bluetooth v5.0 (including BR, EDR, BLE)

AUDIO PROFILES
A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, HSP

SPEAKER SENSITIVITY
81.5 dBSPL

SPEAKER SIZE
50 mm

HEADSET HEARING PROTECTION
Dependent on headset

MICROPHONE TECHNOLOGY
Omni directional

MICROPHONE FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Wideband: 100 Hz – 6800 Hz

LANGUAGES
Configurable

APPLICATIONS SUPPORTED
Microsoft Teams, Poly Elara 60 Series App

SUPPORTED HEADSETS
Voyager and Blackwire series headset options are available

PLANTRONICS MANAGER PRO SUITES SUPPORTED
Poly Elara 60 Series: Asset Management and Adoption, Poly headset: Dependent on headset model

MOBILE PHONE CHARGING
Wired (E60 E); wired/wireless (E60 W, E60 WS)

DISPLAY
2.8 in LCD 240 x 320 IPS

WEIGHT
650 g (E60 E)

MODEL
Poly Elara 60 E (E60 E)
Poly Elara 60 W (Wireless charger) (E60 W)
Poly Elara 60 WS (Wireless charger, speakerphone) (E60 WS)

LEARN MORE
For more information on Poly Elara 60 Series visit poly.com/Elara-60